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Introduction
Yuzhno-Russkoye Oil, Gas and Condensate Field over 85 km in
length and over 14 km in width is located in the southeastern part of
Western Siberia, in Kranoselkup Area of Yamal-Nenets Autonomous
District, Tyumen Region, in the eastern part of Taz Oil and Gas Area of
Pur-Taz Oil and Gas Region.

It is one of the largest fields in Russia by reserves.
As of 01.01.2018, considering cumulative gas production 241 bln
m3, it contains the following reserves: category А+В1 gas — 657.7 bln m3,
category В2 gas — 83.7 bln m3, category А+В1 oil — 11.019 mln
category B2 oil — 35.826 mln

t,

t, category А+В1 condensate — 0.369

mln t, category B2 condensate — 4.039 mln t.
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OJSC Severneftegazprom main lines of business are natural gas
production, collection, pre-transport treatment and sales, exploration
works, and construction management activities.
The gas field of Yuzhno-Russkoye OGCF is currently one of the
most advanced and technically equipped in Russia. Its design capacity is
25 bln m3 of gas per annum.
Gas Treatment Plant is a highly automated system which is one of
the most sophisticated in Russia, outfitted with up-to-date equipment of
foreign and domestic make, combining high technology, automation and
modern design solutions.
Currently the Company is one of the main gas producers in
Gazprom Group of Companies. Wintershall Holding GmbH, Germany, and
OMB Exploration and Production GmbH, Austria, are among the
Company’s shareholders.
Severneftegazprom became the first Russian company that began
production on Turonian gas deposit. It is hard-to-recover gas, which
reserves only in Western Siberia are estimated as 3 trillion m3.
In

the

course

Severneftegazprom

planning

executes

its

investment

comprehensive

activities,

OJSC

environmental

impact

assessment considering all factors relating to gas production and potential
impact thereof on the ecosystem.
The publication of Severneftegazprom Report ensures transparency
of ecologically significant information on level of environmental impact and
measures taken to prevent and minimize adverse influence.
The Report is intended for the Company employees, suppliers and
contractors, public organizations, community and other stakeholders.
Soft version of the Report is placed on Severneftegazprom official
site at:
http://www.severneftegazprom.com/socialnaja-otvetstvennost/ohrana4
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okruzhajuwej-sredy/
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Environmental Management System
The Company has developed, documented and implemented an
Integrated Quality, Health, Safety and Environment Management System.
The scope of Severneftegazprom Integrated Management System
includes hydrocarbon production, processing and sale, in particular,
facilities design, development and operation, exploration works in YuzhnoRusskoye subsoil area.
Severneftegazprom

Integrated

Quality,

Health,

Safety

and

Environment Management System was initially certified in 2010 by
BUREAU VERITAS certification authority in accordance with requirements
of ISO 9001:2008 Quality management systems

— Requirements, ISO

14001:2004 Environmental management systems — Requirements and
guidance for use, BS OHSAS 18001:2007 Health and safety management
systems.
In November

2017, the Quality Management System was

successfully re-certified in accordance with the new version of
international standard ISO 9001:2015; the Integrated Quality, Health,
Safety and Environment Management System (IMS) was audited in
accordance with the requirements of international standard ISO
14001:2015, standard BS OHSAS 18001:20074, and the Power
Management System (PMS) was audited in accordance with the
requirements of international standard ISO 50001:2011.
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The auditors of independent certification authority OOO SSU
DQS (representing international certification authority DQS, Germany)
confirmed compliance of the Company management systems with the
requirements of international standards. Thus, Severneftegazprom
Management System is recognized as effective and ensuring the
Company stability and reliability as natural gas supplier and responsible
user of natural resources.
Based on the results of the audit, the certification authority outlined
the strengths of the management systems: leadership and commitment of
the Company managers to sustainable development of IMS and PMS by
means of implementation of basic management principles; effective
integration of the procedure of Quality and Environmental Risks
Management System into the Company business processes.
The IMS is used for Severneftegazprom management and control
and is aimed at providing the following performance standards:
•

Stability of product delivery;

•

Product compliance with the consumer demands and

applicable legal and regulatory requirements;
•

Environmental performance;

•

Health and safety performance;

•

Increase of the customer satisfaction due to effective IMS

implementation.
The main aim of the Company environmental activity is the
achievement of environmental performance in compliance with the
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its policy and goals, environmental protection including prevention of
pollution, rational use of natural resources, and regulatory compliance.
The means towards this end are as follows:
•

Operation and continuous improvement of environmental

management system as part of the IMS.
•

Planning, development and implementation of measures

aimed at minimizing adverse environmental impact.
•

Realization of industrial environmental control and audit.

•

Assessment of the Company facilities influence of the

environment by means of environmental monitoring.
Ambient Air Protection
In 2017, the overall air pollutant emissions from stationary sources
within the Company facilities amounted to 2270.038 t, which is 43.047 t
less than in 2016. The emission reduction results from reduction of
scheduled maintenance on the pipeline section.

Structure of Air Pollutant Emissions, %
methane СО

NОx

other

2%
27%
45%

26%
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Major amount of methane emissions (604.205 t) was generated
through vent stacks during emptying of commercial gas pipeline section,
process equipment of gas treatment plant and gas gathering headers for
preventive maintenance. A large portion of overall emission is carbon
oxide (601.19 t) and nitrogen oxides equivalent to NO2 (1034.63 t), which
formed by gas burning on horizontal flares during well surveying
operations, and by gas burning for in-plant use (electrical power
generation, gas compression, fuel demands).
In 2107 emissions did not exceed the allowable level.

Pollutant Emissions Dynamics
Air pollutant emissions, t

Methane emissions, t

3655

1942

2394
1718

814
2013

2313

551

361
2014

2015

2016

2270

604
2017

Overall number of fixed air emission sources is 970, of which 632
are stationary sources.
Based on the results of operational control and laboratory testing, in
2017 no exceedance of maximum allowable emission standards was
registered.
There were no emergency air emissions, too.
The dynamics of automotive vehicle fuel use does not undergo any
significant changes.
In gas field mechanical repair shop, the toxicity level of vehicle
exhaust gases is checked during maintenance works.
Severneftegazprom keeps records of greenhouse gases emissions
9
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in compliance with the Russian Federation Ministry of Natural Resources
and Environment Decree No.300 dated
30.06.2015.
In 2017, the overall direct greenhouse gases emissions amounted to
322,897.9 t of CO2 equivalent.
The Company main goal in atmospheric air protection is to reduce
air pollutant emissions and methane emissions in the first instance.
The Company works on a continuing basis at minimizing
greenhouse gases emissions into atmospheric air. Innovation projects
developed and implemented by Severneftegazprom experts ensured
essential reduction of greenhouse gases emissions.
Overall reduction of greenhouse gas emission in CO2 equivalent in
2017 amounted to 41.199 thousand tons.
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Water Consumption and Impact on Water Resources
In order to satisfy its industrial and household demands, the
Company produces water from underground. Water from surface water
bodies is not extracted.
In 2017, the following two water intake facilities were operated in the
area of Yuzhno-Russkoye field for industrial and household demands:
-

GTF water intake for household and industrial demands of the

field process facilities — license SLH 01521 VE;
-

Well pad #13 water intake for industrial demands of Yuzhno-

Russkoye OGCF infrastructure facilities construction, maintenance and
operation — license SLH 01383 VE.
Formation water was extracted from pay zones together with natural
gas (license SLH 11049 NE). In this case, ‘formation water’ means the
following: condensatogenic water escaped from hydrocarbons in reservoir
conditions; condensation water condensed in gas well bores and field
pipelines.
Total amount of produced water is 75.53 thousand m3, including:
- formation water extracted together with natural gas — 9
thousand m3;
- underground water of Quaternary horizon — 66.53 thousand
m3;
water for gas field operations — 65.08 thousand m3, including:
industrial demand — 37.16 thousand m3,
household demand — 37.92 thousand m3;
construction demand — 1.45 thousand m3,
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including: industrial demand — 1.45 thousand m3.

Water Consumption Structure in 2017
Household demand

Industrial demand

42%
58%

Within the gas field of Yuzhno-Russkoye OGCF, sports and
recreation facilities and the car wash are equipped with circulation water
supply system. The circulation water supply in 2017 amounted to 829.08
thousand m3.

Water Consumption at Gas Field Process
Facilities, thousand m3
total

industrial

household

effluent injection

formation water
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Water disposal amounted to 72.9 thousand m3, of which:
- formation water, not used — 9 thousand m3;
- household and industrial sewage — 63.9 thousand m3.
Water is discharged to Cenomanian aquifer by means of effluent
water injection to disposal wells at effluent injection dump. Before
injection, wastewater is processed on KSkomplekt II-150-M effluents
biological treatment station of 150m3/day capacity; industrial and storm
effluents are treated in Flottberg plant (Germany). In 2017, KSkomplekt II150-M effluents biological treatment station was upgraded. Nonrecoverable loss during Yuzhno-Russkoye Oil and Gas Field operation
(steam generation by mobile steam unit, irrigation during reclamation,
firefighting demands, non-recoverable loss during catchment basing
operation) amounted to 1.16 thousand m3.
Non-recoverable loss during infrastructure facilities construction
(boiler house steam production, building mortar mixing) amounted to 1.45
thousand m3.
Water delivered to JSC Yamalkommunenergo in Urengoy for supply
to the residential building and administration/amenity block which are on
Severneftegazprom balance sheet amounted to 0.14 thousand m3. 0.14
thousand m3 of water was disposed to waste water treatment facilities of
JSC Yamalkommunenergo branch in Urengoy.
Water received from JSC Urengoygorvodokanal for supply to the
residential building and administration/amenity block which are on
Severneftegazprom balance sheet amounted to 11.37 thousand m3.
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11.37 thousand m3 of water was disposed to waste water treatment facilities
of JSC Urengoygorvodokanal in Novy Urengoy.
Waste Management
One of the waste management tasks is the search of cost-efficient
methods of IV-V hazard class waste utilization in order to reduce the
portion of waste disposed on the landfill.
The Company has a lifetime license for hazardous waste
transportation and disposal 89 No. 00152 dated 23.05.2016.
The total amount of generated waste in 2017 was 515.061 t, of
which hazard class 1 waste — 0.172 t; hazard class 2
— 8.829 t; hazard class 3 — 41.070 t; hazard class 4 — 299.026 t; hazard
class 5 — 165.964 t.
144.26 t increase of waste generation as compared with 2016 is
attributed to commissioning of new facilities and scrap metal generation in
the process of gas field facilities reconstruction.
According to the contracts, I-V hazard class wastes which cannot be
disposed (buried), and wastes representing recoverable resources were
handed over to third parties for use, neutralization and reclamation. During
2017, the following amount of waste was transferred to third parties,
including waste accumulated earlier: for use — 321.6 t, for neutralization
— 32.9 t, for burial — 55.8 t.
Low hazard wastes were buried on the solid waste landfill of
Yuzhno-Russkoye Field.
The solid waste landfill is located within Yuzhno-Russkoye Field and
operated based on the Certificate of public registration of title No. 89-7233/030/2009-266 dated 02.12.2009.
14
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The landfill is placed on record in the State Register of Waste
Disposal Sites under No. 89-00057-3-00592-250914.

Generation of Waste
by Process Facilities, t
class 1

class 2

class 3

class 4

class 5

Total amount of waste disposed on the Company own landfill in
2017 is 254.031 t, of which hazard class 4 — 229.392 t, hazard class 5 —
24.658 t.
In addition to separate collection of waste paper which had already
produced a certain environmental effect (in 2017 13.646 t of paper and
cardboard was delivered for recycling), food grade plastic collection was
organized. In 2017, 1.428 t of plastic was delivered for recycling.
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Land Conservation
The aim of land conservation is to prevent land degradation,
contamination and littering and to ensure improvement and reclamation of
disturbed soil.
In accordance with the approved projects, the works for technical
and biological remediation of soil and prompt return of abandoned and
reclaimed lands to economic turnover were performed.
As part of industrial environmental control, soil quality was inspected
for compliance with the established standards in order to ensure soil and
land conservation.
As of 01.01.2017, the area of disturbed lands amounted to 57.2075
hectares. Disturbed in the reporting year — 35.9987 ha. Reclaimed of
earlier disturbed land — 2.5 ha. As of 01.01.2018, the area of disturbed
land amounts to 90.7062 ha.

Reclamation of Land, ha
reclaimed per year

28.4

28.6
22
18

2.5

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017
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Industrial Environmental Control and Monitoring
The aim of industrial environmental control and monitoring at
Severneftegazprom

facilities

is

to

ensure

compliance

with

the

environmental requirements, observance of the established environmental
impact norms and rational use of natural resources.
The industrial environmental control was performed in the following
focus areas:
•

monitoring of impact on atmospheric air;

•

monitoring of water consumption and impact on water bodies;

•

waste management control;

•

land use and conservation control;

As to monitoring of pollutant emissions into atmospheric air, in 2017
accounting of actual harmful substances emissions into atmosphere from
fixed sources was performed on a quarterly basis. In accordance with
MPE control scheduled plan, the control was performed under the contract
with OOO ECOSTANDARD Technical solutions, accreditation certificate
No. RA. RU.22ЭЛ54 date 22.04.2016. No exceedance of MPE norms was
identified. Air basin pollution level within Yuzhno-Russkiy license block
was controlled as part of environmental monitoring activities under the
contract with OOO RASTAM-Ekologiya.
As to waste management, the control was focused on outfitting and
keeping of waste accumulation sites, compliance with the requirements
during waste burial, state of
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environment components in the area of waste disposal facilities.
Sewage treatment and disposal control included primary accounting
of effluent generation, treatment and disposal, monitoring of technical
condition of equipment for effluent water injection to absorbing bed,
monitoring of subsoil condition and environment components during
operation of effluent injection dump.
Control of water resources utilization was performed in the following
focus areas: primary accounting of water intake, control of observance of
subsoil use licenses conditions for underground water abstraction, control
of arrangement and keeping of sanitary protection zones of water intake
facilities. The quality of water from the operated underground water intake
structures was controlled by gas field chemical laboratory and by
laboratory of FGUZ ‘Center of Hygiene and Epidemiology in YaNAO in
Novy Urengoy’ under the contract.
As

part

of

environmental

control

in

2017,

Ecology

and

Environmental Protection Department conducted 114 inspections of
compliance with environmental protection requirements, of which 93
inspections of the gas field structural units and 31 inspections of
contractors.
36 cases of non-compliance were identified, of which 19 — in the
structural units. All identified violations were corrected within the
established period. In accordance with the ‘Regulation for organization of
operational control over the contractor’s observance of the health,
industrial and fire safety and environment requirements and rules,
Severneftegazprom access and internal security policy’
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comprising an attachment to the contracts, punitive sanctions amounting
to RUB40,000 were imposed on the contractors.
The environmental monitoring of Yuzhno-Russkoye OGCF area,
utility lines of commercial gas pipeline and Yuzhno-Russkoye OGCF —
Urengoy motor road section was performed under the contract with OOO
RASTAM-Ekologiya.
Within the territory under study, the following samples were taken:
topsoil (18 samples), bottom sediments (25 samples), surface water (90
samples), atmospheric precipitation (17 samples), atmospheric air (36
samples), underground water (12 samples), ground water (14 samples);
morphometric research was performed in 10 locations.
In general, the received results make it possible to assess YuzhnoRusskoye OGCF environmental situation as “satisfactory”. The identified
few cases of exceedance of norms and average regional values of the
parameters under study in the environmental components are driven by
natural factors.
Accordingly, in the short and medium term perspective, no adverse
environmental change is expected, in accordance with estimated figures.
The probability of preservation of the current satisfactory state under
contemporary level of human-induced stress and no emergency situations
is estimated as ‘high’ at 100% level.
In 2017, two supervision authority inspections were conducted in the
Company: by YaNAO Environmental Prosecutor’s Office and by
Department of Natural Resource Regulation, Forestry and
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Development of YaNAO Oil and Gas Complex. In the course of
inspections no violations were identified.
Cost of Environmental Activities
The Company financial investments in environmental protection are
still at high level.
This section provides the cost data pursuant to statistical reports
No. 4-OS ‘Information on operating environmental expenditures and
environmental payments in 2017’, and No. 18-KS ‘Capital environmental
expenditures in 2017’.
Current (operating) expenditures on environmental protection for
Yuzhno-Russkoye field in 2017 amounted to 39155 thous. RUB , of which:
- Replacement of lighting fixtures (luminescent tubes, incandescent
lamps, quartz, halogen lamps, sodium lamps) of the gas field process
facilities with LED floodlights and lamps in order to reduce electric power
generation and thus reduce atmospheric pollutant emissions — 1446
thous. RUB;
- Waste management: keeping and operation of Yuzhno-Russkoye
OGF solid waste landfill, including cost of production and consumption
waste removal and disposal using the Company own resources — 3473
thous. RUB, of which material expenditures — 230 thous. RUB;
- Costs associated with sewage collection and treatment — 34236
thous. RUB, of which material expenditures —
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20326 thous. RUB, payroll expenses and social security contributions —
13449 thous. RUB;
Payments for environmental services to third parties — 168184
thous. RUB, of which:
Ambient air protection: instrumental gauging of atmospheric
pollutant emissions to confirm compliance with MPE norms — 537 thous.
RUB.
Sewage water collection and treatment — 910 thous. RUB.
Preparation of supplement to process design of industrial and household
sewage burial in Yuzhno-Russkoye field — 500 thous. RUB. Servicing of
1-П disposal well at effluent water injection dump — 6471 thous. RUB.
Waste management — 719 thous. RUB, of which: paid to third
parties for production and consumption waste receiving, disposal,
neutralization and recycling — 524 thous. RUB; laboratory compositional
analysis of waste for DWGS&WDL development — 195 thous. RUB.
Land conservation and rehabilitation— 156745 thous. RUB, of
which: Remediation of lands, arrangement of control lines — 7036 thous.
RUB; erosion areas elimination and erosion control measures on Yuzhno Russkoe field facilities — 93323 thous. RUB; repair of engineering
protection of Yuzhno-Russkoe field gas gathering network — 58356
thous. RUB.
Other environmental protection focus areas — 2302 thous. RUB, of
which: ecological monitoring within Yuzhno-Russkoe field — 2237
thousand
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RUB; monitoring of Yuzhno-Russkoe field solid waste landfill territory —
65 thous. RUB.
Current (operating) expenditures on environmental protection for the
facilities located in Novy Urengoy in 2017 amounted to 18888 thous. RUB,
of which:
Ecology and environmental protection department payroll expenses
and social security contributions — 18888 thous. RUB.
Payments for environmental services to third parties — 2026 thous.
RUB, of which:
Ambient air protection: instrumental gauging of atmospheric
pollutant emissions to confirm compliance with MPE norms — 4 thous.
RUB.
Sewage water collection and treatment — 1227 thous. RUB.
Waste management — 35 thous. RUB. (paid to third parties for
production and consumption waste receiving and disposal).
Other environmental protection focus areas — 760 thous. RUB, of
which: functioning of Severneftegazprom Integrated Management System
in compliance with international standards ISO 14001:2015, ISO
9001:2015, BS OHSAS 18001:2007 (re-certification, compliance audit,
training, consulting services) — 650 thous. RUB, environmental
management consulting services — 110 thous. RUB.
Cost of overhaul of key assets for environmental protection (waste
landfill in Yuzhno-Russkoye field) amounted to 1947 thous. RUB.
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Cost of environmental protection investment activity in 2017
amounted to 28592 thous. RUB (VAT excluded) — for reconstruction of
KSkomplekt II-150C-M effluents biological treatment station. The station
shall be commissioned in 2018.

Cost of Environmental Activities, mln rubles
Operating environmental
expenditures

Capital environmental expenditures

230
160
132
107.5

103.3

117.2

86.8

4.4
2013

28.5

4.2
2014

2015

2016

2017

In 2017, charges for adverse environmental impact amounted to
250.6 thous. RUB, of which 194.7 thous. RUB — for allowable
atmospheric pollutant emissions, and 55.9 thous. RUB — for disposal of
industrial and consumption wastes. The amount of charge in 2017 was
reduced due to the fact that there were no above-limit payments.
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Charges for adverse environmental impact
amounted, thous. RUB
5157.5

2019.5
435.9
2013

2014

2015

276.9
2016

250.6
2017

Year of Ecology Actions
Within the scope of the Russian Federation Presidential Decree ‘On
Conducting the Year of Ecology in the Russian Federation’, the Company
developed and implemented an Action Plan for the Year of Ecology.
Altogether, 61 actions were carried out at a total cost of 158 million
68 thous. RUB.
The actions were focused on the following areas:
-

production ecology;

-

supporting favorable environment in the regions;

-

rehabilitation of natural sites and complexes;

-

environmental outreach among employees and community;

-

transparency;

-

other events.
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Severneftegazprom took an active part in international and allRussia environment-oriented events.
At 8:30 pm on March 25, the Company joined the worldwide
ecological movement “Earth Hour” where WWF encourages turning off
electric lights for one hour as a symbol of commitment to the future of the
planet.
Over 360 employees of the Company participated in “Green Spring”
and “Green Russia” Saturday clean-up events. They cleaned up over
30 hectares area adjacent to the office building, collected and removed
over 1 t of wastes.

The Company employees took an active part in environmentoriented exhibitions, conferences, roundtable discussions and forums,
including those conducted in Novy Urengoy, of which:
Participation in forum “Gas. Oil. Innovative technologies for the
Extreme North region” which took place in Novy Urengoy on 22-24 March,
25
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2017. During the forum, a specialized exhibition as organized. The
Company presented its display stand demonstrating innovative technical
solutions used in the course of Yuzhno-Russkoye field development and
construction project. In “Snow Owl” competition which took place during
the exhibition, Severneftegazprom was awarded the gold medal in
nomination “Energy and Resource Saving Technologies”.
Participation in roundtable discussion “The Arctic Region. Yamal. I
live here” dedicated to environmental protection issues. The event was
organized upon an initiative of YaNAO Governor and took place in Novy
Urengoy under the supervision of the Governor’s representative in Novy
Urengoy and Nadym District with participation of the head of city
administration, chief executives of fuel and energy sector enterprises,
asset management companies and public utilities, businessmen, social
activists, young people, and mass media.
Participation in 1st Arctic Joint Conference of OOO
Gazprom dobycha Yamburg and OOO Gazprom dobycha Urengoy.
Severneftegazprom experts were also invited to the conference. The
program of the Conference included operation of 8 sections including
ecology section.
Within the scope of the Year of Ecology in the RF, OJSC
Severneftegazprom together with OOO Gazprom dobycha Yamburg with
support of PAO Gazprom organized snowmobile eco rally “From clean
production field — to clean planet” on route Zapolyarnoye Field — Dolgiy
settlement —

Taz river — Krasnoselkup village — Yuzhno-Russkoye

Field, total length is 339 km.
In Zapolyarnoye and Yuzhno-Russkoye gas fields the advanced
environmentally friendly technologies used for hydrocarbon production
and treatment for transport and ensuring high level of production culture
and compliance with all environmental standards requirements were
26
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demonstrated to the rally participants.
In summer, from July 1 to August 31, 2017 a working team
consisting of 10 members was organized with the support of Department
for shift camps and office building management. The main aim of the
team:
- Improvement of environmental setting and landscaping around the
Company facilities,
- development of environmental culture of the younger generation,
-

promotion

of

Severneftegazprom

environment-oriented

activities;
- promotion of students employment in Novy Urengoy, organization
of career guidance activities and pre-employment adaptation of the city
high school students and their subsequent orientation to the employment
in the Company.
In July and August, the young citizens of Novy Urengoy were
engaged in the Company office and adjacent tundra cleaning, and flower
gardening.
In competition organized as part of IV International Yamal
Environmental Forum, the Company was awarded a prize “Environmental
Expert of the Year — 2017” for its achievements in environmental
protection.
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Conclusion
One of the key principles of the Company activity is minimization of
negative man-induced impact on the environment.
The most significant focus areas in environmental protection are:
- Energy and resource saving;
- Use of the best available technologies in reconstruction,
modernization and commissioning of new production facilities;
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- Participation on scientific research and practical actions aimed at
minimization of adverse impact on the environment;
- Prevention of emergencies and accidents with environmental
implications;
- Improvement of Environmental Management System.
The systematic approach to environmental protection issues makes
it possible to preserve the unique nature of the North and ensures
favorable environmental situation in the area of the Company production
activities.
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Abbreviations
IMS - Integrated Management System
EP - environmental protection
GTP - gas treatment plant
Yuzhno-Russkoye OGCF - Yuzhno-Russkoye Oil Gas and Condensate
Field
BCS - booster compressor shop
GPU - gas compressor unit
GF - gas field
GGH - gas gathering header
AB - administration building
MPE - maximum permissible emission
MPC - maximum permissible concentration
MSH - mobile steam heater
DWGS&WDL - draft waste generation standards and waste
disposal limits
YaNAO - Yamal-Nenets Autonomous Okrug
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